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Phone company angers dorm residents
By Angela Stanford
Hattie Harrison is just one of
many dorm students who is dissatisfied with phone company service.
Previous tenants of her dorm
room ran their phone bill up to $130.
The phone company told her to find
the previous residents and have
them pay the bill, or pay the service
charge to keep the phone connected,
Harrison said.

Jo Stuart, Washburn Hall resident director, said students complain most about having to pay a $23
connection fee, and students moving
out without paying their phone bill,
Students moving out without
paying their bill create problems for
succeeding tenants, who find the
phones disconnected and are unable
to get them reconnected until the

previous bill is paid, Stuart said.
"That means the next student
suffers. The phone company puts
the responsibility on the new student
to find the previous student to pay
the bill, or pay the service charge to
have the phone turned back on," she
said.
That is what happened to Harrison.
The connection fee pays for

writing up the order and for wiring
work done by the central office in
charge of connecting the phone, said
Steve Rutledge, California Public
Utility Commission consultant.
Dorm students also have to pay
a $5.36 service in addition to the connection fee. The $5.36 is a monthly
service charge, which has been increased from $4.86 since the breakup of AT&T and Pacific Bell.

The increase is the result of
AT&T raising the price for phone
equipment rental. It has been increased from one dollar to $1.50,
said Gary Hoard, service representative for Pacific Bell.
The price has been increased
because AT&T is trying to make the
rental fee uniform throughout the
nation, said Majorie Hoffman,
spokesperson for AT&T’s district

manager of public relations.
Pacific Bell’s charge of $3.75 is
still the same and pays for the dial
tone the service). The rest of the
charges are taxes, Hoard said.
Costs have gotten better for students since two years ago, Rutledge
said, when they had to to pay business rates ( between $35-640i to have
the phones connected.
continued on back page

Aviation
department
in dilemma

Michael McG
Former SJSU Academic Vice President Hobert
Burns, second from right, laughs as his brother.

Charlie. talks about their childhood. Burns, who
is presently interim president at Sonoma State

University, was roasted by friends and former
colleagues during his visit here last week

Hobert Burns returns under ’friendly fire’
By Mark Freeman
When an ex-academic vice president returns to his old stomping
grounds, it is only appropriate to
throw a dinner party for him, even if
the main course is a roast and he
is the roast.
That is exactly what Hobert
Burns’ "friends- did. They toasted
and then roasted the only academic
vice president SJSU ever had.
(Burns was SJSU’s academic
vice president from 1966 until last
fall.)
"Success followed Bert everywhere, but it never caught up with
him," his successor, interim Academic Vice President John Brazil
said.
Success may or may not have,
but Burns’ past surely ran into him
Friday night. The cookers of the
roast carved Burns with the well -

placed blows of a cleaver and served
him to the constituency.
Being considered one of the best
academic vice presidents in the California State University system "is
like making the Ten Best Dressed
list in Russia," said John Bunzel,
SJSU president prior to Gail Fullerton.
They fired the barbed spears at
Burns’ tenure at SJSU, his perfection of the memo, his love of Academic Senate meetings, and his
stubbornness toward his life’s passion golf.
"Bert is really thin-skinned
about his golf game. He doesn’t even
take criticism from knowledgable
people," Rex Burbank, chairman of
the Humanities Department, said.
Burns’ brother Charlie substantiated this allegation when he told of
a golfing vacation in Scotland the

Engineers sought
By Greg Brooks
More than 100 companies
with definite job openings for
new college graduates have been
found through a Changing Times
magazine survey, and for the
11th year engineers are in demand.
The survey sought responses
only from employers intending to
hire this spring. The supplement,
entitled "101 companies with jobs
for new college grads,"is in the
career placement office.
"We sought responses from
about a thousand companies nation-wide,"said Paul Plawin, associate editor of Changing Times
magazine."Every year engineering graduates are in demand. A big reason for this is
most companies that answer to
this survey are industrial -type
companies that haves consistent
need for highly skilled people."
Jay Pinson, dean of the
School of Engineering. said San
Jose State’s engineering graduates have no trouble getting

jobs.
"We have one of the best un
dergraduate departments in the
country," Pinson explained.
-Being located in the Silicon Valley we are becoming less manufacture-oriented and more product -development oriented. We
have laid the foundation and now
we’re growing technologically."
Pinson added that the key to
SJSU’s School of Engineering is
the strength of the university as a
whole.
"The engineering graduates
in California make-up 10 percent
of the total amount of graduates
in the U.S. and more than 90 percent of those graduates stay in
California. We our successful,
however, because of the strength
of our Humanities and Liberal
Arts departments. It’s all connected," Pinson said.
According to the survey,
about 40 percent of the companies reported having difficulty
finding qualified candidates for
certain kinds of jobs.

two Burnses and their wives took six
years ago.
In spite of the advice of an elderly Scottish caddie, Bert Burns
tried repeatedly to hit out of a large
sandtrap and ended up with a score
of 20 for the hole, Charlie Burns
said.
"He had this preconceived notion that he was going to hit out of
that trap. Now that’s what I call
opinionated," he said.
Burns, a lover of philosophy and
logic, took a few blows concerning
his academic specialty.
"Burns is an internationally known expert on the philosophy of
Andy Rooney," Burbank said.
His administrative career also
took an inspirational beating by
Richard Whitlock, associate dean of
the School of Applied Arts and Sciences

"Burns was a master of education reform. Look what he did to
G.E.," Whitlock said in reference to
Burns’ work to increase and specify
the general education requirements
for graduating students.
He also suffered the pains of
opinions concerning Academic Senate meetings.
"Before I started going to those,
I was opposed to the death penalty,"
Bunzel said.
The puns were not just relegated to his administrative and teaching positions; many had a personal poison to them.
"Burns is so lazy, he once got an
incomplete on a urine test," Bunzel
said.
"A man who hates children and
faculty can’t be all that bad," former Dean of Education Francis Villemain, said.

The attacks continued from
Brazil’s opening slide show to the
awarding of gifts: a bent driver, a
personalized golf bag, a fur-lined
golf towel, "to keep his balls clean,"
a "grass masher," and two roundtrip tickets to Hawaii, presented to
Mrs. Burns for "Pat Burns and
guest."
Burns was allotted time to
speak, and Bunzel became the target for most of his rebuttals. Burns
also identified certain members of
the audience for additional comment.
Since Burns was the dinner, his
comments, as desert, added little to
the already full stomachs of the
guests.
"His Burns) influence still lies
within SJSU, and it is there that lies
the roast," Arlene Okerlund, dean of
Humanities and Arts, said.

By Wendy Stitt
and Net ha Thacker
Enrollment in the Aeronautics
Department has declined in the past
few years, Aeronautics Prof. Jerry
Fairbairn said.
In recent years. "airlines have
been having strikes, etc., so the stability is not what it used to be," he
said. "People get discouraged. They
think there isn’t a good future in it."
According to Fairbairn, when
airlines are hiring, there is a rise in
the department’s enrollment. Since
California State University at Los
Angeles developed an aeronautics
program, SJSU’s enrollment has declined.
"We used to be the only one
( state university) to have an aeronautics program," Fairbairn said.
However, Fairbairn said, the
Aeronautics Department is not in
jeopardy because of low enrollment.
With the low enrollment, students
have less trouble getting into the
classes they need.
Lt. Col. Richard Barton. a professor of aerospace studies with the
Air Force ROTC at SJSU, said his
program is not experiencing a decline. The program is not connected
with the Aeronautics Department,
although some students do major in
aeronautics.
"I have many more interested
than I have available slots." Barton
said, noting that he had 60 applicants for the six pilot positions available in the fall ’84 semester.
Barton said his program is experiencing a period of growth,
rather than a decline.
The aeronautics program attracts people from several different
fields "who are interested in being
pilots, airport management and airport maintenance," Fairbairn said.
SJSU "tries to produce a certain
quality student," he said.
Some of the classes being offered in the Aeronautics Department include Aerospace Law 179
and Aero 2, which is a basic aeroscience class that prepares students
for the private pilot written exam.
"There are some openings in
those two courses." Fairbairn said.

KSJS looks
to change
its location
By Karen Salom
Because of cramped conditions
at its present location, KSJS is seeking to move its studios to the Student
Union.
KSJS’s Faculty Adviser, James
Lull, called for the move at a recent
meeting of the Student Union Board
of Directors.
In an effort to expand the station’s broadcasting operations and
increase campus interest, he asked
the board to look into the possibilities of changing from HGH 132 into a
more centralized, visible location on
campus.
A feasibility study is being prepared and will be presented to the
board at its next meeting, Lull said.
The station’s present site is so
continued on back page

Michael McGuire
Joel Wyrick, KSJS General Manager, goes
about business as usual, although the sta-

lion is at present attempting to move to a
with higher visibility.
larger facility
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That’s Plato

not Play- dough

The other day while having lunch, the fellow next to
me noticed I had a copy of philosopher Martin Heidegger’s "Being and Time" ( "Sein und Zeit") lying on my
table. He lifted up his book of the same title and said ,
"Well, I guess I should leave. It’s not safe having two of
these in the same room."

Frank Lopez
Staff Writer

I think he was kidding, but it’s hard to tell. I’m beginning to think the students of this "institue of higher
learning" might genuinely believe any concentration of
philosophic work is dangerous. It is, afterall, avoided by
students like Thursday’s powdered-eggs breakfast at
the dorms.
This does give certain advantages to the rare student interested in philosophy. If I want to clear a place
to eat at the Pub during its busy lunch hour, all I need to
do is say aloud, " You know, perhaps Kant was right
when he postulated the existence of God on moral
grounds," and boom, a table opens right up, usually before I get the past the word ’postulated’.
For the most part, however, things get very frustrating for the student with a mind for philosophy. I recall many afternoons when I spent the entire day
searching for someone to satisfy my pent up, passionate
desire for intellectual discourse only to have to go home

empty minded and perform a cold reading of Aristotle’s
"Poetics’.
Occasionally, I must admit, I will find someone willing to placate my want to discuss the masters. Why just
the other day, I must have spent close to an hour trying
to convince one young lady that Plato is in no way connected to Walt Disney Productions.
Perhaps the most difficult thing to deal with is the
constant and brutal bastardization of some of the more
renowned names in philosophy. Descartes, for example,
is pronounced ’day-cart’ not ’dess-cart-ess’. And I’ll
never forget the pain I felt when one young gentleman
pronounced Socrates ’so-crates’.
I suppose this lack of appreciation for the art of intellectualizing is to be expected at a University where
engineering is one of the more popular majors. Not that
I have anything against engineers per se some of my
best friends are engineers but stereotypically speaking, they study philosophy about as often as they put together a comprehensible sentence.
Of those engineers interested in philosophy both
of them as a matter of fact they only delve into it in an
atempt to prove that the human being is no more than a
highly sophisticated computer land a grossly inefficient
one at that). It’s sort of a way of justifying their reduction of the world to micro-chips, diodes, floppy disks, etc
. . . "I compute, therefore lam."
Engineers are not unique, however, in their dislike
for philosophy. Business, science, math, and yes, even
journalism majors are equally quick to criticize the intellectual endeavor. Why? The most often given reason
is, and I quote, "It’s just really boring." Such a pity to
be bored by one’s own thought process.
When it gets down to it, though. I guess I’m really
just jealous. How easy it must be to live a life in which
the frightening questions of existence are all but ignored. I suppose ignorance is, indeed, bliss.

The forum page is your page. The Daily encourages readers’ comments on any topic.
The viewpoints expressed in opinion articles
are those of the author. Editorials appearing
on this page are the opinion of the Spartan
Daily.
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Beneath the surface of Machiavellian reverence Happy V.D.

Totalitarianism.
Although the word is most often associated with a
political ideology, a brand of totalitarianism exists
many people are not aware of and because of the circumstances involved, may never be aware of.
11 am speaking of the religious bondage of the mind
and ultimately soul) by groups or individuals who
claim to be following the path of Jesus Christ.

The subject comes to mind after observing, hearing
and reading about "Brother Coplin", a traveling evangelist who spoke ouside the Student Union last Friday.
I am not accusing Brother Coplin of being a totalitarian evangelist, but incidents surrounding his preaching
and research I have done have made me sensitive to the
fact dangerous religious utilitarianism can exist in what
appears to be orthodox Christianity.
am far from being a biblical scholar and I would
probably lose a battle of technical scriptural knowledge
of the Bible with Coplin. But after observing and reading
and hearing about Coplin’s claims that he is a "perfect"
being, he had seen Jesus Christ six months ago (sans
long hair even), a friend of a homosexual was himself a
homosexual purely because of the association and other
claims equally preposterous and biblically unsound, I
seriously doubted the scriptural maturity and Christianity of Conlin.

Outside the Student Union, I asked one born-again
Christian what he thought of Coplin.
"I think he’s firing people up," was his reply, as if
the fact Coplin’s statements betrayed what many would
refer to as "true Christianity" wasn’t important.
What was important was on the surface. Coplin had
a Bible in his hand instead of "Dianetics" or the "Bhagavad Gita", thus he was spreading the "true word".
I told another such Christian of my doubts about Con
i
l
p
and his reply was
"Well
I guess
you miss the point."
This disturbed me. I didn’t know what the point was.
Was it to get people hot and bothered about Jesus as a
legitimate form of proselytizing, regardless of substance?
It also disturbed me because the people I had spoken to who, I imagine, had more knowledge of the
Bible than a large percentage of the SJSU students listening to Coplin held some sort of alliance to him simply because he had affiliated himself with Jesus.
The concept of learning from disseminating information had been replaced by battle lines of’ we-they",
"black-white", "good-evil" and "firing people up."
Critical thinking had been abandoned and replaced with
untethered allegiance. A state similar to those under a
totalitarian society.

I am not stating Christianity is a dictatorship. It is
to be left up to the definer what true Christianity is.
However, some Christian affiliated groups have these
qualities, which, when applied to human qualites, breed
the same results a dictatorship would.
Many Christian oriented groups, as well as nonChristian groups, claim if one does not follow their particular doctrine, one is possesed by demons. This sort of
proselytizing subverts the will and free choice.
I suspect Jesus would strongly object to deception
and subversion to bring people to him. Yet many resort
to such methods claiming their intentions and the Bible

justifies their actions. A common result is a state of
emotional fervor where people do not and cannot take
time to reflect upon such values.
Many "cultic" religious groups prey on human traits such as ignorance, timidity, depression, fear and
even the quest for "understanding". They "program"
the mind by abusing these traits. They prey on college
students, who are many times away from home for the
first time in their lives and who are searching for the
community which was lacking in the "me generation"
705. These groups are totalitarian, inducing submission.
"Bible cults", because of the orthodoxy associated
with them and because of their veiled subtleties, can be
even more ensnaring than the more blatant "corporate"
orginizations such as EST or Scientology.
It would be easy for many leaders of groups one
would consider to be "cultic" to hold up a Bible outside
the Student Union and preach the "word of God". If one
had no prior knowledge of a preacher and the group he
or she was affiliated with, it would not be hard for that
preacher to pass himself off as a Christian.
I am not attempting to categorize Coplin as being
the leader or member of a "cult" even though the possibility does exist, as does the possibility of his legitimacy.
lam asking Coplin to assess his values and ask himself if he is doing more to divide the body of Christ than
to strengthen it. I am especially asking those who are
Christians to look at all sides before evaluating.
It was Jesus himself who said in St. Matthew 7:23
"On that day, many will say to me, ’Lord, Lord, did we
not prophesy in your name , and cast out demons in your
name and do mighty works in your name?’ And then will
say unto them, ’I never knew you: depart from me, ye
that work iniquity.’"
History teaches us that knee-jerk allaince is a dangerous state. Applied to religious matters, the implications can be eternal.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Treat disabled for ’who they are,
not what they appear to be’
I agree wholeheartedly with Joe Zertuche in regards to his letter to the editor on Feb. 10 1 have been
told time and again that people make or break the place,
in this case, a university setting. I must admit that students’ behavoir towards handicapped people has much
to be desired.
As I read through Mr. Zertuche’s letter, I was also
appalled at the nerve some students have on this campus. As most of you have observed in County Transit
buses everywhere, the front of the bus is generally reserved for elderly and the disabled. When a handicapped person boards a bus, it is only proper etiquette
to relinquish one’s seat in front, in favor of an individual
who needs it more.
The same situation should apply when a disabled
person enters an elevator. It is not going to kill you waiting a few seconds for someone handicapped to enter
first, while the rest of you wait standing to one side. 1

also feel internally furious there are people on this campus who avoid any associatiom with the handicapped, as
if they were the plague. Remember, despite their unique
features, the handicapped have the same right to obtain
a college education as the rest of us do. Like many of us,
these special people need to be treated for who they are
and not for what they appear to be.
Jonathan Chin
Business Administration
junior

and welcome affirmation that the disability is not
greater than the individual. Joe Zertuche, whoever you
are, if lever happen across you in the Student Union, I’ll
buy you a cup of coffee.
LE. Pettus
English
senior

Disabled should not have to
apologize for handicaps

Thanks so much for running the article about Michael Faber filing for John Vasconcellos’ seat. (Feb. 101
It really brought back old memories for me. Just two
years ago, I was running for the same seat.
It was unfortunate the Republican party paid his filing fee. While learning more about the election system,
Michael could have met constituents, gained volunteers
and campaign funds all by gathering signatures of Republican party members in his assembly district, instead of paying a fee.
As this is his first assembly campaign, he could gain
the advice of not running a campaign by talking to Pat
Fowler, the 1982 opponent of Vasconcellos. He could possibly ally with Republicans on campus and do a better
job.
Good luck Michael r.nd thanks again Spartan Daily.
Anna 1...lusti
Communications
senior

Joe Zertuche’s letter in your Feb. 10 issue did not
surprise me. I am entirely too familiar with the tacit social agreement that we who are disabled should live if
we should live at all in a state of perpetual apology
and self-effacement .
Most of all, his letter pleased me. It was a strong

by Berke Breathed
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SJSU candidate could benefit
by working for signatures

Letters
All letters must bear the writer’s name, signature.
major, phone number and class standing. The phone num
ber Is for verification purposes, and will not be printed.
Letters can be delivered to the Daily, upstairs in
Dwight Bentel Hall, or at the information center on the
first floor of the Student Union.

That loving feeling. Valentine’s Day symbolizes the joy of loving. For me, it symbolizes the
thought of giving exploding chocolates.
Valentine’s Day never meant much to me.
Thanksgiving is the holiday I love. The way to my
heart is through my stomach and ttat_big bird and .
dressing always seem to hit the spot more than a ’
box of packaged poison.
I guess I’ve never been the romantic type. M
idea of a romantic evening is eating Swanson Hungry Man Dinners with a loved one over a pro hockey
match on Cable-TV. My favorite love song is
"Helier Skelter" by the Beatles.
I guess my view of Valentine’s Day stems from
my past experiences. I used to get writer’s cramp
from filling out all those cute cards in third grade.
The only cards I received in return were from a guy
named Skip and my teacher. I knew I shouldn’t
have signed those cards "Hang loose, toots!"
I never had much luck in the candied hearts department either. I gave out the ones that said "ooh
baby" and "be mine." But the ones I received al
ways said something like "get lost" or "forget it...
The sweet frequently turned to sour.
I could never cut a heart out of construction
paper. Mine always ended up looking like arrowheads or avocados. Cupid would never shoot at my
poor imitations of hearts unless his arrow was
poisoned.
I always heard that "slaying them with flowers" is the way to a girl’s heart. No one told me that
dandelions are not the answer
especially when
they come from a neighbor’s yard.
However, I’ve had a few girl friends when Feb.
14 rolled around. One lucky female shared an action-packed dinner at McDonald’s where I really
turned on the charm. I used my french fries to
shape my ketchup blots into red tomatoey configurations, which got a peculiar response from my
girl.
She said she was wasn’t feeling too good and
asked me to take her home. Must be love, I thought
then.
But, every time I called her after that for future
dates, she always had a convenient excuse. It was
then that I realized her odd feeling was not love. It
was nausea.
Another lucky lass and I celebrated the day for
lovers by watching Olympic ski jumping and doubles figure skating on TV. Another got a stuffed animal from me. It was a fuzzy green thing that resembled an iguana. Or was it a gila monster? I thought
it was cute. She didn’t. Then I felt funny.
Speaking of funny feelings, I’ve always wondered about Valentine’s Day’s initials
V.D. Love
. . females . . V.D. There might be a meaning
there somewhere.
And what about St. Valentine himself? St. Val
was beheaded on Feb. 14 in the third century. That
sounds like an insane reason for lovers to celebrate,
tome, St. Val must have been a real charmer.
But, who am Ito question the day lovers cherish? I mean, the only Valentines I find of any value
are Bobby Valentine, Karen Valentine and Darnell
Valentine.
But, there are plenty of potential Valentines
roaming around. I’m just not sure if they’re worth a
bag of red hots. I could probably whip up a batch of
blueberry muffins laced with EDB.
It looks like it’s a lonely bag of red hots and the
Olympics for me on this Valentine’s Day. Hey,
Donna de Varona, need a date?
Dean Kahl is the Daily’s feature editor and columnist. His colum,, appears every Tuesday and
Thursday.
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Pioneer Venus Talkman
finds volcanoes What was your most
MOUNTAIN VIEW (AP) Space administration scientists have announced findings from the Pioneer Venus
spacecraft showing Earth’s cloud-shrouded twin planet
apparently has gigantic active volcanoes, lightning, and
at least one mountain taller than Mount Everest.

memorable Valentine’s
Day?

Larry Esposito of the University of Colorado presented the information at the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration’s Ames Research Center suggesting that one of the volcanoes erupted in 1978 with such
force that it makes the eruption of Mount St. Helens two
years later seem likes mere burp.

Water skiing and losing my bikini top, is that
memorable? I was water
skiing with my Dad .. . He
bought me a red bikini for
Valentine’s, just for fun,
and we went water skiing
and I lost it. It was a little
embarrassing.
Kimberly I.ewis
Graphic Design
freshman

Esposito said the 1978 Venus eruption, shortly before
Pioneer Venus began its exploration, blew sulfur as high
as 40 miles through the planet’s dense atmosphere. He
calculated the eruption was at least 10 times more powerful than any volcanoes on Earth in the last 100 years.
An analysis covering five years of findings indicates
that concentrations of sulfur dioxide in Venus’ atmosphere increased more than 50 times in 1978 and have
been declining steadily ever since, Esposito said.
Supporting evidence of volcanic activity on Venus
was offered by Fred Scarf of the aerospace giant, TRW
Inc., who said ne has discovered clusters of lightning bolts
very similar to lightning discharges generated in terrestrial volcanic plumes.
The lightning discharges, detected by Scarf’s plasma
wave instrument aboard Pioneer Venus, were recorded
directly above the surface of Beta and Alla Regio. Harold
Masursky of the U.S. Geological Survey in Flagstaff,
Ariz., also at the news conference, said his topographical
studies show that Beta and Alla are the freshest -looking
and most active volcanic sites on Venus.

Man to call space?
Ohio
DELAWARE,
( AP) Robert Dixon has
been waiting for years to
hear a call from space. But
tio one’s been calling him,
so he wants to send a signal
out to any extraterrestrials
out there.
Dixon is the assistant
director of Ohio State University’s Radio Observatory, a federally supported listening post for
alien signals under the
Search of Extraterrestrial
Intelligence program.
"I’m negotiating with
the Federal Communications Commission for a license to transmit radio sig-

nals to extraterrestrial
civilizations," Dixon said.

ere
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Satellite dishes
called eyesores

I spent it in a hot tub. It
was a total surprise. I was
blindfolded and taken to
Grand Central Station in
Mountain View .. . by an
old girlfriend.
Frans Honig
Marketing
senior

HILLSBOROUGH ( Al’.
Backyard satellite dishes
have sharpened the television reception of some residents
of this exclusive San Francisco suburb, but they’re taking
some flak too.
"They’re ugly monsters," said Ogden White, head of
the city’s architectural review board. He suggested that
"something should be done about it."
The city council will consider tonight doing exactly
that when it debates a proposal requiring owners to camouflage the dishes with trees and bushes.
The 12-foot -diameter aluminum dishes costing from
82,500 to 810,000 can be aimed at 17 communications satellites in orbit and haul in nearly 100 channels free of

Last Valentine’s Day
was probably a week after
I broke up with my old
girlfriend, so this Valentine’s Day will probably be
a lot better, because I’m
with someone new someone I love now.
Mike Perry
Health Care Management
Junior

monthly charges.

Probably last year. My
husband had just gotten a
job as a singing chocolate
chip cookie and so he gave
me a cookiegram. It was a
total surprise. I was sitting
there studying and he
snuck out
Muriel Strand
Mechanical Engineering
senior

.1 mentioned someone else’s name to my girlfriend while we were eating dinner at a restaurant
on Valentine’s Day. . so
she got mad and ran out. So
I don’t celebrate Valentine’s. . .
(’rail Yates
Business Administration
senior

Hillsborough, located about 15 miles south of San
Francisco, is one of the wealthiest communities in California. City officials estimate it has about 12 satellite
dishes.
Greg Bostrom, owner of Home Scan Video, which installs the equipment, said he favors camouflaging the
dishes as long as it doesn’t block the reception.
"I talk to people about what they can do to get their
dish to blend in with the hillside," he said. "You can buy
some of the new ones in earth tones, and some people
paint murals on them."
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GRANDE PIZZERIA
$1.50 OFF
Any Size Pizza
Of Any Style

About five years
ago, my husband bought
me a rocking chair. That
made me feel really old. I
was thinking of better
things, maybe something
fancy to wear.
Lyda Harris
Laboratory Management
SFR! graduate student
. .

Only ’2"
For a Giant
Pitcher of Beer
( Buy Either OneGood Any Time)
One Coupon Per Purchase
150 E. San Carlos, S.J.
(By Men’s Gym)
292-2840
1 11-11 M -F
4-11 Sat. & Sun,
COUP00,11=11.11M=IMMININIIIIM

The FCC has never issued such a license, he
said, and if it did, this
would be the first use of the
radio observatory, or telescope, ac a transmitter.

Exp.. 3 31 84

Observatory Director
John D. Kraus, Dixon and
a private committee have
been pursuing a lease agreement with the developer of that property to
preserve the instrument.
Supporters offered $150,000
for the site last September,
but the offer was refused,
the committee chairman,
George Foster, said.
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full-time staff.
Complete TEST -N-TAPE
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Classes taught by skilled
instructors.
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missed lessons.
Voluminous home -study
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updated by researchers
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of our over 105 centers.
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CHANGE OF PROGRAM DEADLINES
Last Day To ADD A Class With No Penalty
February 1 7
Last Day To REGISTER LATE
February 1 7
The Admissions And Records Change Of Program Center
Location And Hours:

BUSINESS

The Center is located on the first floor
of the Wahlquist Building, South Wing (by the bell).
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BOOMING
Interesting Temporary
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Work A Day, A Week,
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at the Admissions and Records Change -of -Program Center.
If you wish to pay fees, you can do so
in the Cashier’s Office, Administration Building,
Room 103.
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SJSU drops a pair to Cardinal

Spartans drop two,
dim playoff hopes

By Joe Roderick
Stanford made the silly plays Friday against SJSU.
Saturday, SJSU played the role of the buffoon.
Spartan pitcher Ron Rooker benefited from Stanford’s sloppy play Friday at Sunken Diamond, winning 6-

By Frank Lopez
By the time this weekend ended the SJSU women’s
basketball team had lost their third and fourth games
in their last five tries, dropping look -alike decisions to
both Oregon State and Oregon . The losses dipped the
Spartans’ conference record to 4-5 and, under the NorPac point system for determining playoff teams, dealt
the Spartans’ post season hopes a particularly severe
blow.
Last Thursday night the Spartans turned the ball
over 30 times and shot only .438 from the field and
while being crushed 89-71 by the tiregan State Bea.

Baseball
SJSU didn’t have a clue in the first game of a doubleheader at wet Municipal Stadium Saturday, losing 11-5. In
the second game, SJSU’s Steve Olson pitched well enough
to win, but was hurt by a couple of errors, losing 3-2.
Olson, who entered Saturday’s game with an 0.00 ERA in
12 2/3 innings, was shaken a bit in the first inning, allowing two runs, one unearned.
Pete Stanicek lead off with a tapper to the left of the
pitching mound. Just as Olson bent down to grap it, he lost
his footing. "I didn’t get a good jump on the ball," Olson
said. "Things were all mushy out there. I just slipped."
Olson’s bottom hadn’t even dried yet when Ruben
Amaro Jr. ripped an Olson fastball to right for a single.
The Spartan junior then hit Mark Davis with apitch. Stanicek later scored on a pass ball and Amaro on a fielders
choice.
Olson didn’t allow another earned run the rest of the
way. Unfortunately for Olson, Stanford’s Steve Cottrell
was humming fight along. Cottrell was near perfect
through four innings, walking only Scott Rettig in the
first.
The Spartans pushed a run across in the fifth without
getting a hit. Two errors by Stanford and a hit batter
inched the Spartans to 2-1.
SJSU finally ended Cottrell’s no-hit bid in the sixth on
a Tom Krause line drive bunt over first baseman Walt
Hails’ head.
Still 2-1 in the sixth, Olson, who uses an assortment of
off-speed pitches, tried to zip a fastball by Steve Verducci,
who ripped it into right for a leadoff single.
Ken Green’s sacrifice bunt advanced Verducci to second. Then the play that broke Olson occurred. Lyle Smith
grounded a routine roller to Krause, who sailed the throw
over first baseman Dwayne Graybill’s head, as Green
scored easily.
Olson, a former teammate of Krause at Pleasant Hill
High, wasn’t too upset with Krause.
"Tom’s error kind of did me in," said Olson, who’s
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Basketball
chups have all come to pass. And all had
predictable results.
But unlike Frazier and the Redskins,
the Spartans didn’t embarrass themselves. Entering UNLV’s Thomas and
Mack Center knowing full well that they
might, could, and probably would lose to
the Runnin’ Rebels, the Spartans didn’t
roll over and die. SJSU played well in the
early and late going but like an air sandwich, were devoid in the middle.
Although the Spartans had the distinction of a 15-12 lead eight minutes into Sunday’s game, UNLV, the PCAA’s highest
scoring team, put on a classic burst, taking the game in the process.
The Rebels poured in 13 straight
points, taking a 25-15 lead. From that
point, it was a matter of how many acrobatic dunks UNLV could execute while it
held off the no-quit Spartans to win, 86-76.
Four Runnin’ Rebels scored in double
figures, led by Richie Adams, a 6-foot-9 junior center from New York. Adams did a
lot of everything. He scored 25 points.
grabbed 11 rebounds, blocked four shots,
and picked up two steals. For lasting impression. Adams threw down a few dunks.
All this in 28 minutes.
Ed Catchings, a 6-foot -8 junior from
Los Angeles, scored 15 points. Guard John
Collins added 12 and 6-foot -10 center John
Flowers 11. Danny Tarkanian, feeder of
all these hungry guys, dished out 12 assists.
Ward Farris scored a career-high 23
points to lead the Spartans Gerald
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son at Orange Coast Junior College in 1982. Last year, he
spent the season on the disabled list with an elbow injury.
Rooker was rocked at times against Stanford, but
scattered nine hits over nine innings. Rooker walked just
two as well
The play of the both third basemen helped win it and
lose it in this game.
Cardinal third baseman Mark Machtolf let one slip
through his legs in the eighth, then tried to make up for it
by nailing Jeff Crace, the Spartans’ third baseman, at the
plate on the same play.
Machtolf simply made matters worse by hitting
Crace square on the helmet. The play ignited a three-run
rally, giving the Spartans a6-2 lead.
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_Orientation ’84
San lose State University

APPLICATIONS NOW AVAILABLE
ORIENTATION LEADERS ARE BEING RECRUITED TO ASSIST WITH THE AUGUST
ORIENTATION PROGRAMS FOR FRESHMEN
AND TRANSFER STUDENTS.
MUST BE AVAILABLE JULY 31 AUGUST 17
OPPORTUNITY FOR LEADERSHIP TRAINING
CAMPUS INVOLVEMENT AND PERSONAL
GROWTH.

C.11:CLC AN: Ititigte
Enjoy a gourmet dinner at the Circle Star Restaurant
and the best seats in the house by calling 367-9030

TIX-BY-PHONE (415) 387-9030
Hrs: Monday-Friday 10 am -8 pm
Tickets at Circle Star Box Office. BASS Ticket Centers Liberty
House. Record Factory, Ticketron, Rainbow Records. Tower
Records and all major agencies (City Boo Office. Neil ThrarnS
Sao Jose Elo,, Oflicel For info call Circle Star Theatre
(415) 364.25 50

MUST BE A FULL-TIME STUDENT WITH MINI
MUM 2.3 G.P.A.
SMALL REMUNERATION
PICK UP APPLICATION FORM AND JOB DE
SCRIPT7ON AT STUDENT PROGRAMS ANI
SERVICES OFFICES, OLD CAFETERIA BUILD
ING APPLICATION DEADLINE IS FEBRUARsr
17

WE’LL PAY YOU TO GET INTO
SHAPE THIS SUMMER.

If you have at least
two years of college left,
you can spend six weeks at
our Army ROTC Basic
Camp this summer and earn
approximately $600.
And if you qualify, you
can enter the ROTC 2Year Program this fall and
receive up to $1,000 a year.
But the big payoff
happens on graduation day.
That’s when you receive
an officer’s commission.
So get your body in
shape (not to mention your
bank account).
Enroll in Army ROTC.
For more information,
contact your Professor of
Military Science

Al San Jose State
See Captain Dave Stiffler
Room 310, MacQuarrie Hall
or Call 277-2985
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NOTES Adams, amazingly, did a
lot of his damage while in foul trouble. He
eventually fouled out . . . Danny Tarkanian’s 12 assists did nothing to hurt his
PCAA leading average of 9.2 per game. .
Michael Dixon led the Spartans in assists
with five .. . The Spartans have come a
long way. In their first encounter with
UNLV. Jan. 12 at San Jose Civic Auditorium, the Runnin’ Rebels scorched them,
105-77 . . The 14,300 in attendance at
Thomas and Mack Center was the largest
crowd the Spartans have played in front of
this season.

Kimberly

Wends Lee

Mermelstem

But after UNLV coach Jerry Tarkanian called time out, the Rebels returned
and demonstrated enough moxie to outlast
the Spartans.

Hamil

Renate Itonnvo

list.,

After UNLV controlled early second.
half play, with Tarkanian going inside to
Adams and Co. for dunks and layups that
pushed the Rebels’ lead to 16. the Spartans
began to surge back.
With Farris dropping a few jumpers in
and Lance Wyatt coming off the bench to
hit the boards, the lead shriveled to eight.
After two free throws by Evans and
another Farris jumper, the Spartans trailed, 81-73, with just over a minute remaining.

Jeffrey

David Horgan.,
.14

Then the avalanche started. The Runnin’ Rebels used hustle and muscle, provided by Tarkanian and Adams respectively, to pile up a 10-point lead, 25-15.
SJSU fought back, however, to play UNLV
even-up the rest of the half, trailing 41-32
at its conclusion.
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Thomas also put forth a fine offensive effort for SJSU, scoring 15 points. Stony
Evans added 10.
SJSU and UNLV played tit-for-tat
early. Then, five minutes into the game.
Thomas canned a basket from close in,
giving the Spartans a 10-8 lead. A couple of
minutes later, Thomas converted a threepoint play, giving the Spartans the aforementioned 15-12 lead.
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Jim finc,e,
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Reporter.
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ERA remained a miniscule 0.61.
SJSU didn’t do much of anything in the first game
Saturday, falling behind 6-1 and never making a real run
at Stanford.
While the weather and the Spartans’ disposition was
gloomy Saturday, the sun shined on The Farm Friday.
The player who had most of the rays shining upon him
was Rooker, who evened his record at 1-1, while lowering
his ERA from 4.91 to 3.30.
"This gives me a lot of confidence," the 6-foot-6, 215pound Rooker said. "I had a lot to prove."
The win was Rooker’s biggest since his freshman sea-

By Monte Poole
Some things just aren’t fair. Like
Larry Holmes versus Marvis Frazier.
Like the Los Angeles Raiders against the
Washington Redskins. Or SJSU versus the
University ov Nevada, Las Vegas.
Regardless, sports being the cruel
genre that it often is. these uneven mat -
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SJSU’s Scott Rettig is picked off at first by Stanford pitcher Brian Myers Friday.
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Basketball
vers, who conversely committed just 11 turnovers and
shot almost .500 from the field. In the game Beaver
center Juli Coleman and forward Brenda Arbuckle
combined for 56 points on 28 for 56 shooting, while
Spartan forward Shelia Brown tallied 14 points , but hit
on only 6 of 17 field goal attempts.
On Saturday night the score was much closer but
the game followed a similar pattern. Spartan turnovers, 24 on this night, and poor shooting from the
field, just .353, resulted in a 66-58 loss. Shelia Brown
was the leading Spartan scorer on the night with 18
points, but she scored those on dismal 9 for 27 shooting.
The games top scorer was Oregon’s Alison Lange who
scored 25 points.
Under NorPac rules the losses were particularly
costly. The conference is split into two divisions. California and non-California teams. Each team plays the
others within its division twice and those outside of the
division only once. NorPac teams recieve one point for
a win over a a team in it’s division and two points for a
win against an opponent outside of it’s division.
Halfway through the season the Spartans are in
sixth place in the league with five points. Oregon at 7-1
and 12 points leads the division, followed by Oregon
State at 6-2 and 11 points, Cal at 7-2 and nine points,
Fresno at 6-4 and 9 points, Washington at 5-2 and 8
points, and then SJSU. Santa Clara, the University of
San Fransisco, Washington State and University of the
Pacific round But the conference.
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Wrestling team
whips Stanford

r0

SPARTIMIDE
The Students Against Nuclear Exchange S.A.N.E. will be holding its
weekly meeting at 12:15 today in the S.U.
Almaden Room.

By Joe Roderick
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Marvin Jones hadn’t had a taste of the Spartans iron
man routine in three weeks and it showed.
"I lost slot of my leg conditioning," the Spartans’ 177pounder said after beating Stanford’s Jeff Wilson, 8-5, to
help led the Spartans to a 43-5 blowout Friday night at
Maples Pavilion.
Jones, 23-4 and ranked fifth in the nation, returned
Friday for the first time since dislocating his thumb Jan.
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14. against the University of Oregon.
There may have been one consolation for Jones during the injury - he didn’t have to participate in the
dreaded iron man practice session.
"Sometimes it’s called the ’Christian and the lions’ or
the ’shark and bait," Spartan head coach T.J. Kerr said of
the iron man.
The iron man begins with one man, Jones for instance, wrestling upwards of four three-minute rounds,
interspersed with one-minute running sprints across the
mat. After every round, Jones must face a fresh wrestler.
"Sometimes it goes on longer than four rounds,"
Jones said. "One time I looked at the coach to see if I was
done. He told me to keep wrestling."
Jones had to wrestle just three rounds Friday against
one man, but his legs were rubbery by the second period.
"Physically and mentally I’m fine," Jones said. "I just
got to built up my stamina."
Maybe a weeks worth of the iron man will take care of
stamina problem. "It was good to see Marvin back out
there," Kerr said. "But he needs a little work. He did
some things he’s never done before."
The one thing that most wrestlers avoid is slacking off
near the end of the match. Although Jones didn’t pur
posely dog it, a few spectators at Maples accused Jones of
stalling, a cardinal sin for wrestlers.
"I have to get tougher," Jones said. "I have to start
thinking about conditioning now."
Conditioning wasn’t Jones’ only problem, he was battling perhaps Stanford’s best wrestler in Wilson, now 21-5
overall.
"He’s no slouch," Jones said.
’ Jones may not have the most powerful of legs these
;lays, but nobody is questioning his upper body strength.
Leading 6-4 in the second period, Jones and Wilson were
locked up in what seemed like a stalemate, but suddenly
’Jones picked up Wilson and body slammed him to the
Mat.
Jones had Wilson trapped for a second, but then Wilson wiggled free and had the Spartan wrestler in submission near the edge of the mat.
"I thought I was off the mat," Jones said. That’s why
I relaxed. When I realized the official hadn’t called us off
the mat, I had to scoot off the mat."
As expected, a couple Spartan wrestlers were effected by lack of motivation against the 5-14 Cardinal.
Two SJSU wrestlers, Anthony Palomino and Jay Slivkoff
were noticeably unenthused.
Palomino, a state champion at San Jose’s Independence High, had Jeff Bradley in control, leading 6-4. With
keconds left, Bradley maneuvered around Palomino to record a two-point takedown, ending the match in a 6-6
grew.
"The guy just caught him," Kerr said of Palomino.
"I wasn’t really mentally tough," said Palomino, now
21-11-1. "I wrestled him last week, I beat the guy 8-4."
Slivkoff, 23-10, lost to Pete Rogers, just 5-4. "I was
just down for this meet," Slivkoff said. "That’s the only
excuse I can think of for my performance."

to 2 p.m. today and tomorrow in the Student Union. For more information call
Keith Opalewski at 277-3843.
The India Student Association will
holds general meeting at 3:30 p.m. tomorrow in the S.U. Almaden Room. For more
information contact Asha Butani at 2778642.

Alpha Phi Omega will hold an information meeting at 7 p.m. tomorrow in the
S.U. Guadalupe Room. The fraternity is
looking for members who are interested in
performing national, community and
campus service projects. For more information call Adele at 365-0123.

PSI CHI, the National Honor Society
in Psychology, will hold its first meeting to
elect a vice-president at noon tomorrow in
Dudley Moorhead Hall room 308. For
more information call Cheryl Cucciare,
president. at 269-1572.

The Campus Ministry will hold a Bible
study of Revelation from noon to 1 p.m.
today in the S.U. Montalvo Room. For
more information call Norb FIrnhaber at
298-0204.

The SJSU Bike Club will be collecting
membership dues and jersey money at 8
tonight in the S.U. Almaden Room. For
more information call Scott Arthur at 7778465.

Traffic and Parking Operations will
hold "Transportation Days" from 9 a.m.

Thomas Hardy

Jay Slivkoff (right) and Stanford’s Pete Rogers square off.
There’s nothing down about this week for the SparMartin the Spartan
tans, who face

Dean Fortunati

fellow Pacific Coast Athletic Conference
rival Fresno State Friday at SJSU, before hosting archrival Cal Poly San Luis Obispo Saturday.
Fresno is 4-0 in PCAA duals and 17-5-2 overall.
"We’ll get it going again this week," Kerr said devilishly. That meant one thing, the dreaded iron man routine.

Spartans triumph
By Paul Lloret
SJSU’s men’s and women’s gymnastics teams enjoyed successful weekends on the road. The Lady Spartans captured their sixth win of the year with a 168.65161.35 decision over UC-Davis last Friday, while the men

The Spartan Daley

Gymnastics
gymnasts posted victories over Davis and Chico State last
Friday and Saturday respectively.
Winning has not been common during the early part
of the season for the men’s team. However, SJSU raised
its record 10 3-6 with a 244-240.35 decision over Davis and a
231.5-184.97 triumph over Chico State.
Coach Richard Chew was not entirely pleased with
his teams’ performance. He explained that the point toleis in both meets were lower than he expected and that
the Davis match was closer than it should have been.
"We didn’t do better consistency-wise against
Davis," Chew said. "Davis scored the highest it had all
year; we were worried until we won the last event."
Two freshman, Mike Saso and Steve Nalian had good
meets. Saso, in his first meet of the year, "did a good
job," according to Chew. Nalian was the most consistent
Spartan competitor. The Northridge native missed only
one out of eight routines over the weekend. Against Davis,
he led SJSU in floor exercise and pommel horse with 8.45
and 8.80 scores respectively.
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The women gymnasts raised their mark 10 6-3 in the
victory at Davis. Liza Bettencourt and Sheila Hughes led
the Lady Spartans by totaling 34.55 and 34.45 all-around
scores respectively. Patty Moran recorded a 34.1 allaround score. Bettencourt recorded highs in the vault, 8.9.
and balance beam, 8.6. and Hughes won the floor exercise
yilth a 9.0.
Coach Lyn Cross is pleased with the Spartans performance this season. She feels that this squad is the strongest that SJSU has ever fielded. "We had a good recruiting
year, so we have good depth."

CLASSIFIED
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pm & weekends

CHILD DEVELOPMENT Club Meeting
on Wednesday. Feb 15th at 3-30
.p0, in SH 434 Topic ELECTIONS
EION’T LOOK ANY Further! BAPTIST
Student Union., for you Everyone
welcome Corne join in
week
day Bible study at 11 30 on Toes
days in the Guadalupe Km of the
Student Union For dem,l, on our
other Bible studies and activities
on campus call Karen at 377
0772
FLOWER SALE, Carnations 81. Roses
62 Mon and Tut. 94 pm In
front of Student Union Alpha Phi
Omega
GIVE THE GIFT only you can give to
someone you love a beeutiful
color portrait by John Paulson Pho
tography 448 1388
HEALTH INSURANCE, Operetions end
notional rooms cost more than you
think For heelth insurance to help
pen soanng hospital surgical
check with State Farm Ellen Van
Norttmck Agent State term Ins .
978 7171
MESS COMPETITIVE ultimate frisbee
teem recruitong for 1984 season
Great fun exercise Contact Arnie
at 379 8000

317

ORIGINS OF LIFE Did life OWOIS Of is
there more scientific evidence for
creation, That is an all rmportant
question that influences your basic
philosophy of loft tOf free info
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SJSU SKI CLUB Alpine trip Feb 24-215.
$75 mem... $85 non-mern 2
days sklingtdoging bus lore Pay
by 2 17 or call 295 1469
SANDWICHES fr. drink
repurchase of small sandwich,
Only seed’ Not good in comuction
ORer asp..
wyny other ad

SUBWAY

3,1114
UNINSURED MOTORIST BEWARE,
New law Automatically be. your
driver’s license Good student sod
non smoker discounts Cell for
quote 280 7426 Auto renters
end life Mar. Formica Insurance
WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christi. Cen
ter Sunday tinhorn 10 45 sin
and 8 00 pm
Ctholic 4 00
Prayer group Tim.. at 500
pm Please call Campu. Mau..
298 0204 for woreflip counseling
progroms end Hu. opportunities
Rev Natal. Sher. Fr Bob Haws
Sr Joan Pane. Rey Nod" Fun

.
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FOR SALE
COUCH & CHAIR Perfect for student
apt Br tweed loose cushions
1175-268 0182 after 4 pm
JEWELRY

ENGAGEMENT

RINGS
Wadding Sate Demand*. Pearls.
Sapphires. Rubles. Emerald.. Col
or. Stones Chains Charm. and
Earring* Diamond Cutters 12 S
First St Suite 216 San Jose On
corner of lot 6. Santo Clara Sts
Open M F 9 5 Tom 292 3389,0,
venings Barbera 984 7638

KELTY INTERNAL None pack hke new
Cost $120 sell for $60 Call 238
7777
MOVING SALE, Must Go, Captern’s
bed single sire in mattress style
form, pad Muni condItionl $270
Please call Debbie at 294 0875
altar 6 p in
STEREO COMPONET comp Less than
1 rno Old SAP
me player.
humble
AM & FM realm.
Spsaker ;nal Cost 51000 cost
$550 238 9809
THRIFT & CONS Store Street Map
Shows 51 locations $2 99 to .101
Nes Maps Box 26945 5.1 95159
URGENT SALE. All Intertor lurnishings
from 3 000 so ft luxury home
Custorned designed sole & love
seat 145000 5 piece bedroom
suite $550 00
pice formal din
trig room WO. COS, $1675 00 Sell
$60000 8,1 lighted pecan well
units
cost
8127500
sell
885000 Coll. & end tables
lamps stereo Can help deliver
14081238 9809

HELP WANTED
AIRLINES HIRING, Steward 00000 fee
814 139 000
Wo rldwide, Call for Olfactory
Guide
Newsletter
1 916 944
4440
A new San Jose PHOTOGRAPHY STU
DIO seeks artistic models for p I
employment Western POIlflO1 &
Figure Group No coped.. nor
e mery Foe more info call 14061
226 0249o, 14081227 3016
ATTN
BUSINESS Mftorsi Immed
openings for Jr Mktg Reps 54
$10 per hr This is a PT job *IT
career platys of 530 1100 plus
per yr Contact Mr Taylor at 288
8980 Century Loan Corp
CLERICAL HELP for buoy retail store
phones Ming etc Eyes & weak
ends Call Kathy 296 7393
CLERK VIDEO STORE Part time
Richard 259 6605

Hawaii

Guide

Call

DIMS tory
916 940 4440

World

1

DOMINO S PIZZA 0 now hiring full pt
time delivery PeoPle Flex hrs
Must have car & ins Iftly wage
tips Early eves hr. avail Apply
htOS 10th St Mon Thurs 112

after noon
THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY has
lobs ovailahls in all departments
tor hardworking enthustaotic peo
pre Apply in person 51 North San
Pedro 9 11 or 12.-4. M -F or 11
2 on Sat Sun

P
DRAMA STUDENTS,
Looking
for
work? Here’s something you’ll do
well at Guaranteed salary plus Cm
oases fro phone sales Days or
evenings no eoperience Call 354
1777 Mr Collins We went you
DRIVER disabled services shuttle Ea
cellent driving record. responsible
Lift heavy weight 15 hr 84 10
20 hr wk 277 3843
FULL OR PART time post.0e with ne
nons fastest growing soorteng
goods mfg Innovative new con
coot For appt call 354 2004
HELP

WANTED McDONALD’s
Pay
well above mm
wage all hrs
avail Inter... Mon Fri 3 4 pm
Los Gatos 356 3095

HELP WANTED, The Happy Steak
Cashier positton early afternoon
and noes Apply at Happy Steak
7170 Santa Tem. Blvd . S J
HOSTESS NEEDED
part time
eve
shift Apply in person 4 6 p no
Otorgros 1445 Foworthy. S
J & 0 Engl....ono seektng conscten
nous person for full time g eeeeee rd
position
Study while working
2192 Bering Dr 5.198131
MARKETING SALES position Corn
pater skills helpful not nec PT M
F 530430
rots
flex
175
6464 Bill $4h, comm
OPPORTUNITIES IN ENON
EE CS Chem Mitch

Software

uni.

compilers eppIrc Sr Tech.
R&D FS Oa Test vacuum cad
cam crnos chop designers Sand
resume and call 971 8333 No
lees charged
not an egencir Hi
tech Associates 33 E San Far
nendo St 301 S J
ORIENTATION LEADERS now being re
cruited for Ammo, 84 Orientation
Programs on campus Stipend Ap
plications avarlohlo at Student Pro
ripply hy
groins Old Cole..
Feb

II

OVERSEAS JOBS Summer year rod
Europe S Amer Australia ASIO
All fields 8900 2000 oto Sight
sm. Free into write IJC P0
52 CA38 Corona OH Mar C.

COMPUTER MKT RESEARCH Firm
High Tech market research firm
looking for P T person Dunes in
dude
telephone & library re
typing
fling
march
gopher
mg etc Good oPPonuninf Int PH
son willing to learn ’Warble hr.
send resume no cells to Gordon

SAT or SUN WORK IS hr salary 4
inreru,swsrsIdoor to doorl market
no survey for low cost food on
and eel appla tom sales dift. Mu.,

David. Software Accts. lot 2685
1370 Mtn
Ste
Menne Way

grimy meeting people hove out
going personality Cell Mr See

View. Ca 94043

298 4900
STUDENT TO ASSIST

WAITRESS WANTED part time days
Apply in person to Okayama Rest
565N 6th St

S J

WAITRESS WNTD Minato Sushi Jape
nese cuisine 617N 6th St Phone
998 9711
WHSE HELP needed 8 12 30 59
Also stock help ems end wlinds
Cleaning person lor morn Call
Greg al 263 9043
$7 HR

PLUS BONUS PT telephone
sales Green Thumb Lawn Service
245 4920

85 00 per hr SANDWICH MAKER
11 30 rn 2 30 p m
5 days a
week no weekends Sourdough
Eatery 8488 Firs, Sr San Jose

HOUSING
ATTIC AM for Rent in old hone. Fre
morn Ptly furn 6275 me or lb
kit ’Inc dap 415 791 0266
Mt SHARE 4 BORM hotraerri2 SJSU
students Ourrit wsh ’dry pool
Nr Brenham H 5 8320 mo util
ion! Larry 448 7178.0..
ROOM in 3 BDRM House 1250 mo
split toil near SJSU M non *mkt
Cell Oscar st 9479052

LOST b FOUND
LOST CALICO SJSU eres sir month
old kitten short crooked tell pink
nose whita face stomach gray
back
orange perches Reward

tummy morieteche. etc I 15 Per
cent dRcount to students and Ian
1984 and
idly Call before Jun 1
get your 1.1 Iwo et 1.2 price
-Unwanted Ha. Disappears With
My Care " Gwen Chelgren R E
559 3500 IK4SS Bascom Ave
C "Han Today. Gone Tomorrow’
VISION PLAN Enroll now,
Save money meth and ayes Fog
information see A S Office or call
phone 14081310 6811

Cerner Sales

451 So

4th St

TERM PAPERS thests resumes tor ell
your typong needs cell Perfect lin
student
996 3333
presorons
ssss Located in Campbell

get speedy return plus the ultimate
in accuracy end SONO SIONOV 20
minutes west of campus Reach us
at 241 0503

INNOVATIVE COMPUTER SERVICES is
located right acmes the street
horn SJSU for your convenience.
We speclakm in resumes term pa
pars thirsts moiling labels & repo
’MVO 1.11111. Cell ICS at 292

WORD PROCESSING The ultimate m
prolessional typrng
Gl11111.1.1

ACCURATE

TYPING

296
Trust Tony
tops
1087 IBM Sekoctric Avertable 7
cloys weekly All work guartinteed
that s

ways 280 and 101
klern14151967 0792

ACCURATE TYPING SERVICE Pro all
work guarenteed Sp...km, in
r 00000 ch pews resumes APA

wedding and still get national
award winning photography you
would want to know more about d
wouldn’t you, For he past

ar

work w class 14081245 1049

quality
results

Marc* Ivo
mg IBM Selactric III Prompt neat
accurate
61 25,page
idouble
spaced pica I 739 0715

TERM PAPERS THESES RESUMES for
all your typIng needs Cell Perfect
Imp 000000 tons
996 3333
Stu
dent 00000 Located on Campbell

At QUALITY prof typing on IBM Se
lectric Resume. 65 Pg
$1 pg Near campus 28 N Is,
St Room 302 Cell Kane 998
2777 9 12 arn 1 4 pm 263
Gulch himeround
2649 eves

448

Connie

SUNNYVALEVALLCO

5942

seven years John Paulson, Pho
tography has been doong lust Mot
for many couple. Perhaps we can
do the same for you, Please call

in
SUNNYVALE
Word Processing letter quality
servoc to, Woo. etc Resume
cover letters can include oddrees
mergong Reach prospectors em
Plover s desks effortlessly Contm
uous form letterhead qualify paper
& envelopes nd
TM.
styles evrlahlo Feel and occurs.
turneround Upgrede your written

QUALITY TYPING Service Near SJSU
Term pope.. yew.. end reports
Fast and accurate Low rm. Cell
287 8128

formet thews typing gen
o.n.oca end manuscripts won
mu of 1982 San Jose Regional’
Typong Confeel Loceted near San
Jose Flea Markel Looking forward
to working with you Off hr,
8 305 30 ME Available eve
winds by request Call Jens 251

Inc 408,286 3444
LOOKING FOR A WEDDING photogt
trapher7 R there were rimy you
could bans fantastic time at your

WORDSWORTH

INTELLIGENT TYPING Fulltime typing
,edding service
epecialming on
academic work
Farm., woth
mew style manuals In Mountain
View svith easy access from High

Foot
depend
ACCURATE TYPING
able conscientious Experienced
in typing form papers them r
ports etc Sunnyvale 7388910

INVITATIONS & CERTIFICATES for all
coastns
end all budgets Celli
graphy our specialty For Free Esti
metes Cell
Invitations

error free Reasonable
student
rm. Pftli up and dell., avail
eble CNICindy at 274 5604

8461 for an opporntrnent, We
have very cheep rates plus 10%
off your foot service.

TYPING
ABSOLUTELY

252 8663
WHEN YOU NEED word ItimCasstoil
SOU want Mem. Enteronse You

Phone 264 4504

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY at reason
ble 000 You.. the negat,44.
C81114081252 42113

FUTONS carefully hendcrafted from 3
8 Myers of the forest 100% cot
Inn dresinsweet futons ay avail
able in variety of weir and col
ors
Also frames
pillows and
covers of the wnw fine qualtty at
affordable prices
Student dro
counts
DREAMSWEET
458
9710 298 4183

PAPER DUE
Don I rift.’
Don I worry Emergency s are my
specialoty Call Mrs Ryan for guar
ant.ed professional moults APA
Twat..n or any other lomat
51 SO pH page double spaced

soil/non availebN Near Almaden
& OfOhlIffl In
Guar
Expwy
anteed quick return on ell papers

S J 275 9649

ENGLISH LANGUAGE tutor Aralarc and
others welcome. Quabfrod and as
perienced Hours and cost flex
Call John 923 4507

TYPING

CALL LINDA for professional twong
11 50 page
word
proceostng
Idouble spaced pr. typel 10 day
,e ,,an
free disk storage C

RENTAL DKRM SO per hr oric charm
cats & dry mount proms Call for
appt 95 dmirly 10 1 Sat We SOO
C11.11S tn dkrrn supplies loansong
Kodek Ilford Orsontalauder 1 day
slide process by Kodak Discount

DENTAL

John Peulson Photograph,/
2388

Compare our Isles

bd.., The Math Institute o sssss
help tn the form of 3 and or 6 hour
intent.. Overcoming Meth Any
tety Arithmetic for Adults Basic
Algebra
Geometry
CREST or
ELME Pomeranian Group end Or
porn. tutoring oveilable 14081
295 6066

ta

TYPING SERVICE

Re,umes term pa
per,
cher. graph.
Trenscrip
non too. Fest accurate student
rates Neer 250,0 Sunnyvale Call
730 8969

oe 30A

PERSONALS
Ad Sales
Rates

free are
BF LEGALLY ORDAINED
dent.ls legal.. your right to the
World
Reverend
Wrote
title
Christians.] 1618 &LANDS CIO
VIS Ca 93612
lift?
DOES YOUR SOCIAL Life need
Tved of the same old crowd, INhy
not on SIGMA ALPHA MU hater
nity Cell Ken at 279 9397 Start
Your adventure tad.

Two fun loving fame.es to
wend the Spring wfth 1 SJSU
gradutes Cd.ctiva good torn.
Send your applications to Gory and
Stove
P0
11011 3410
Stud,

Print Your Ad Hero

Memnon, three Imes on one day

Imee
One
Two
D.
Day.
1.110 83 80 8415
5
13 80 8450 8488
wr, 84 50 $520 $555
6 linos $S20 $590 1675
h Andel 00000 ai Lme Add I 70

Four

Dar*

,

HEY ERITO. HOPP, Valentine
13.’
love you Nacho PS Idol it NM
ter.

Sarrintst Rom

59 LOOK 140 00

Dar
14
15
15
86

36
06
76
46

luesa

fCch2niappn.,,,,,,

Five
Days
54 50
8520
$590
8610

spaces

Ptcaroon Products
J
Venture
Dept
1452
93001 Or write for free ado

B ARE

IT

Alt

1111111111111
1111121
1111

Slop yhoyingwitying

1

1

1

1

1

1

111111,1

11

11111111

I

I

1

1

1

111111

1

1

1

1

15 Plus
Adtl,P11*

M 3118
C.ty Ili State
Enclosiot

Bon
Ca

1

spar. loy.211104,1
1

Print Nem.

10 I 4 Lines $8500
Onyx 87000

rhos

Each
Extra
Day
80
5 95
11 10
61 25

Clam Ca 95055
YOUR OWN BRAND ot Boer Allis per
sonelired label pond w your nen.
to your favorite brew Unique gift
ides 6 labels $450 Name. Intl

SERVICES
tee. bo, rood

loveentig or using chemtcal depth
lore. Let me permenently remove
your unwonted hair Ichin bikini,

MOVE THROUGH LIFE with Math Con

287 5419

WANTED

92615
REPRESENT THE BEST, Choice Med
Group spec on women s heelth
care has p, oPeriong tor campus
rep Most he creative nutgoino
m.o.. 1 2 de, wk 16 SO en
hr Call Jen 358 3588

CRUISESHIPS HIRING, $16 130 0001

rng up to 16 hrs Ink Most be ea
colletyt reader and available Mon
Thurs from 310 7 pm 14 50 hr
Call Mr Spencer at 257 1809

Call for

Newsletter

Caro 0.44..

5

$1110 CRICK MON, ORR
one Wanted

Personolo

ON CAP TO

Automotive

SIOUSIOSI

Servt<in
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Travel

For Sale

1,101$ KourlIl

Stereo

Typing
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KSJS seeks better spot for radio station
continued from page 1
remote from student traffic that student participation with the station is limited to those only
in the immediate area, he said.
"KSJS belongs to students, more than it
does to the faculty," and chances for more student participation would be greatly enhanced if
the station’s location was changed, he said,
Max Hector, music director of KALX at the
University of California, Berkeley, said its
campus radio station used to be located on a hill
away from the main campus. In July, 1982,
their location changed to be 100 feet away from
the campus.
The station broadcasts the campus’ entertainment calender three times a day, and announces all campus events and features on an
industrial music show once a week, Hector
said.
KALX’s sister station is KFJC at Foothill
College in Los Altos. Scott Stapleton, KFJC’s
associate music director said the station is
"pretty much in the middle" of campus.
"There’s a lot of things we do here at
KFJC)," he said, and added there has been
good response to the events they broadcast.
On the other hand, KSJS, with an "on air"
booth approximately 5 feet by 7 feet, restricts
the technical quality of broadcasting, said Lull.

Michael McGuire
KSJS disc jockey Christine Reierson works in cramped quarters

while on the air. A sophomore,
she is a broadcasting major.

Joel Wyrick, general manager of KSJS,
along with Lull, suggested the Student Union or
the Recreation and Events Center as possible
new locations for the station. Since the Student
Union is a central part of the university, KSJS
would have more visibility if such a move were
made, Wyrick said.
The Student Union was also suggested as a
new location because it is the "hangout" for the
campus students, Wyrick said.

Jeff Coughlan, chairman of the S.U. Board
of Directors said "I can see why they want to
move."
A change of location would definitely be
worthwhile, he said, but he did not know how
strong a possibility the move is.
If KSJS were to relocate to the Student
Union, it would entail moving out an organization that is currently using the area and finding
it a new location. The Student Union is also used
by Spartan Shops and the Associated Students,
he said.
KSJS’s feasibility study will be referred to
the House Committee after it is presented to the
board, Coughlan said. From there, the board
will decide if it is in any position to help the station.
KSJS Program Director, Bob Helms said
there are conflicts of interest in the building because of faculty offices nearby and because of
drama productions going on at the same time
the station does its broadcasting.
However, a possible drawback of a move
into the Student Union would be "greater security problems with people coming in off the
streets," Helms said.
Mina Garman, chairman of the Theater
Arts Department, strongly supports the station
and its wishes to change its location. Although
the radio station is a part of the department, its
location does not have to be within the department’s building, she said.
The KSJS radio station is for everyone and
it is "not in the right place" for students to identify it, Garman said. She did not know whether
the station’s change of location presentation
would be accepted by the board.
"I would like to see the board’s approval,

and if there is a way to work it out, I think it’s a
wonderful idea," she said.
Arlene Okerlund, dean of the School of Humanities and Arts, also feels that the change
would be beneficial.
KSJS is a "real service to the community,"
but the decision of whether its location would be
changed is up to the board, he said.
KSJS has a reputation as one of the top
campus stations on the air. The California Intercollegiate Press Association i CIPA ), which

’KSJS belongs to the
students more than it does
to the faculty’
- James Lull

KSJS faculty advisor

rates campus radio stations yearly, has named
KSJS the top college station in California for
the past three years.
Wyrick feels that if students knew where
KSJS was there would be a chance for more
campus groups to become involved. One of the
goals for KSJS, he said, is to feature live programs, such as panel discussions and drama
shows, and be more active in campus events
and organizations.
There is a misconception that the operation
of KSJS is strictly for radio broadcasting majors, Wyrick said. But, everyone is welcome to
learn how the station is run and to receive
broadcasting training at the station.
If the board does not approve the proposal,
a plan to expand the current facilities in HGH
132 has been made by Lull, Helms and Wyrick.

Self-exploration sessions can aid No option to telephone charges
students in search for a major
suitable major or learning to apply their major in the job
market.
The first session, Allmen said, is devoted toward helping students determine what their values are. One of the
methods employed to help participants establish their
values is a game called "value auction."
Next students are given an interest inventory test
which is designed to help decide what may interest them
in a job, for example, if they prefer close supervision or a
lot of independence while working.
The third session is about skills identification, which
Allmen feels is especially important to students.
"We assist a student in looking at their past experiences and exposures and then help them to identify where
their skills are and then take a look at what skills they
might want to develop further," she said.
Allmen called the fourth session the "highlight" of
the program. Students are taught how to use the computerized guidance information system, (GIS) in the career
center, which enables them to search for careers on their
own. They are also familiarized with the various published career information resources that are in the center.
By the fifth session. Allmen said, the students are
ready to match their newly acquired information, with
careers.
"It’s time to make some decisions and to outline some
goals," she said.
Allmen said previous career and self-exploration sessions have received "excellent student evaluations."
What frequently happens, she said, is that a student
comes away with a feeling of having more skills than they
came in with.
The first spring section will be offered on Tuesdays
beginning today from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. Students must first
sign up for the sessions in Business Classroom 13.

By Anne Hellquist
If you are having trouble choosing a major or unsure
of what careers are available to you, the Career and Selfexploration sessions may be able to point you in the right
direction.
Offered by the Career Planning and Placement Center, this program is divided into five sessions which meet
weekly for two hours.
According to Cheryl Allmen, associate director of the
Career Planning and Placement Center. the sessions consist of 10 to 20 students who are either attempting to find a

Poultry ill Motion

Bill Dawson

continued from page 1
That changed when Daniel Eldridge, a student at
the University of California Berkeley, took UC-Berkeley and the phone company to court to fight against the
connection fee. Now students pay the same fee as residents, Rutledge said.
Stuart said she doesn’t really hear complaints
about the monthly service charge increase because everyone knew what to expect after the break up of
AT&T and Pacific Bell.

There have been some complaints from students
to the resident directors, but housing has nothing to do
with the phone company. Student phone services are
private contractual agreements between the phone
company and students, Housing Director Willie Brown
said.
Some students may complain about having to pay
the monthly service charge during the semester
break, but they have the option of having the phone disconnected or leaving it on and paying the service
charge. Hoard said
If they have the phone disconnected, they have to
pay the 823 connection fee to have it turned back on

when they return, he said, soil’s better to just pay the
service charge.
Dorm tenants have more advantages than apartment dwellers, he said. In an apartment, a person has
to qualify for a phone or pay an $80 security deposit.
Dorm students don’t have to qualify.

If a student changes rooms in the dorms, he can
have the billing changed over for free. In an apartment, there is a SIO charge, Hoard said.
Students also complain about having to pay an additional connection fee when they return from summer
vacation, even if they occupy the same room. Stuart
said.
They could leave the phones on over the summer,
but there is a risk being taken because someone could
use the phones over the vacation and the dorm resident
would be held responsible for the bill. Rutledge said.
"They would have to pay the service charge anyway, and it is cheaper to have the phone reconnected."
So Harrison said she is just going to pay the connection fee, because she has no choice if she wants to
have a phone.

Daily places in state excellence awards
The Spartan Daily took second place in general excellence among college newspapers in the California Newspaper Publishers Association awards for the second year
in a row.
The announcement was made at a luncheon Saturday
afternoon at the Del Coronado Hotel in San Diego.
The competition included publications from all fouryear colleges and universities in California. The criteria

Q r781.4) Seel

in the competition included layout, design, content, over
all quality in terms of writing, editing, and advertising.
Special sections such as art, sports, features and inserts were also included.
The three issues of the paper entered into the contest
were May 16,17,and 18th of 1983.
The 1983 fall editors were primarily responsible for
the production of these papers. Daily adviser Dave Grey
said.
First place was given to the Pepperdine College
weekly, The Graphic, in Southern California. Pepperdine
has won the competition for the past three years.
The California Newspaper Publishers Association is a
96-year-old association consisting of 450 daily and weekly
newspapers.
The San Jose City College campus newspaper, The
Times, won first in general excellence among community
college newspapers.
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Joseph,
I Love You
Sweetheart’

You’re sweet.
You’re kind.
Your’re mine.
My
Very Special
Valentine.

.;;i ;tref’
Love, Gloria

Alicia
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Have

HAPPY
ANNIVERSARY
Honey Pie. _
Love,
Cules

P
Auder.

a Happy Heart Day’
Yvonne

HAPPY
HEART DA r
HONEY BUNCH
A F

LOVE, GINA

Dear Love Bucket,
Na, no, na, no. nag
I.o.’i’.
I Vi

I)avidJurfl. .91
Happy 5th
M.C.

To My
History 145B
Students,

31,11N311111071N9OVNI1f.104

Happy Valentines Day!
To L. (Merl
Let’s Taste The Salt Wine
of N.Y. YAW
From Your Edward Gorey
Creature
GRBRDBA
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY

SUZETTE

ALPHA ANGELS
With All

Our Love, Epsilon Mu

Peace, Love, and A Ph/ A

Love Ya
Valentines!
Happy Valentines Day

Wonder Buns!

Charlie B
V

